DETAILING LIST
MAINTENANCE WASH
(For Vehicles cleaned within 4 week period)

PRESSURE WASH
PREWASH (SNOWFOAM)
CLEAN ALLOYS
SHAMPOO (PH NEUTRAL)
2 BUCKET METHOD
DRY BODYWORK
SHUTS & RETURNS

DETAILERS

INTERIOR & EXT WINDOWS
HOOVER INTERIOR
WIPE DASHBOARD
TYRE GEL
CENTRE CONSOLE
FEATHER EDGED BRUSHES INT

REQUIREMENT

For any of our detailing services below we use pre-wash/Snowfoam and Claybar the vehice (this is to decontaminate the vehicle from any tar, treesap etc)

MACHINE POLISH
This is to bring the shine and gloss back to your vehicle and remove minor
defects on the car.
Stage 2 - Additional £30

PAINT CORRECTION
This is to bring the car back to showroom condition, removing swirl marks and
scratches (where paint hasnt come off). This consits of the whole car being
compounded and then polished.

CERAMIC COATING
Ceramic coating is to protect the vehicle from scracthes, dirt and chemical
contaminants. Prices vary on the different ranges and how long durability is.

CONTACT US
info@polishnglow.co.uk

07923153959

DETAILING LIST
INTERIOR DETAIL
SHUTS & RETURNS
INT WINDOWS
HOOVER INTERIOR
SHAMPOO DASHBOARD
SHAMPOO CENTRE CONSOLE
FEATHER EDGED BRUSHES

SEATS SHAMPOOED
CARPETS SHAMPOOED
CLEAN DOOR CARD
STEAM CLEAN
EXTRACTION ON CARPETS & SEATS
ROOF (ADDITONAL £30)

FULL DETAIL
Our full detail consists of our Interior Detail plus on the exterior we will
prewash the vehicle, we will also deontaminate the vehicle with clay bar, then
machine polish the whole car and finish off with an insulator wax.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
POLISHING WINDOWS - FROM £80
GLASS CERAMIC COATING - FROM £30
WHEELS CERAMIC COATING - FROM £60
TRIM CERAMIC COATING - FROM £80
LEATHER CERAMIC COATING - FROM £50
FABRIC CERAMIC COATING - FROM £50

CONTACT US
info@polishnglow.co.uk

07923153959

DETAILING LIST
DETAILERS

REQUIREMENT

For any of our detailing services we pre-wash with Clay-bar(this
is to decontaminate the vehicle) is included.

MACHINE POLISH
If a second pass is required, there will be an additional charge of £20-£30
depending on size of vehicle

PAINT CORRECTION
Standard wash required with Clay-Bar
Compound Vehicle
Machine Poish

CERAMIC COATING
What is Ceramic Coating?
Industry-grade ceramic coating is to protect it from external paint
damage & adds additional hydrophobic layer of protection.
Before any Ceramic Coating we will require a pre-wash with Clay-bar
to Decontaminate the surface of the paint before adding this layer of
ceramic.
Please note we advice a paint correction if your paint work has
imperfections before adding ceramic coating.
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